OVER THE PAST TWO WEEKS ALL CLASSES FROM FOUNDATION HAVE ENJOYED TRIPS TO THE KDD FACTORY IN SABHAN.

On arrival we were met by a representative from KDD who proceeded to take us on an interesting tour, explaining step by step the production line of how they make the dairy products and juices. The storage rooms they have for dairy and juices are the biggest in Kuwait - WOW!

After this we were invited to taste some delicious refreshments in a guest area. The children received hats and colouring activity books to finish off their visit.

For children of this age one of the most exciting features of the day is traveling to and from in the bus! There were lots of excited children admiring the types and colours of the cars, trucks, and other vehicles. One class even saw an aeroplane!

Below are some quotes from some Foundation children about their trip:

- 'I liked to ride the bus because I saw a police car and a truck' (Mishari Salah, KG A)
- 'The best part of my KDD trip was seeing the machines and the man making milk and yoghurt' (Andre George, KG B)
- 'I liked to see how the chocolate milk got made and the ride on the bus' (Ryan KG C)
- 'I saw how they make yogurt, milk, ice-cream and I liked drinking chocolate milk' (Feras Ahmed, KG D)
- 'I liked the machines that make yoghurt and I enjoyed my juice' (Ahmed Obaida, Rec A)
- 'I liked going in the school bus and there I liked a huge poster of ice-cream and I also enjoyed my chocolate milk' (Joud Hamoud)
- 'I liked the people working in KDD and I enjoyed my mango juice' (Abdul Rehman, Rec C)
- 'I enjoyed going to KDD and I liked the superman and mango juice' (Najeb Omar, Rec D)
- 'The amazing part of my KDD trip was seeing the huge crane (superman) in the storage room, drinking cocktail juice and eating the ice-cream' (Khlaid Walid, Rec E)

All of Foundation enjoyed their trips to the KDD Factory and we are looking forward to our next class trips.

Kind regards

Ms Clare Howarth (Head of Foundation)